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Ivan Amodei's INTIMATE ILLUSIONS – a magical and musical experience at the Fairmont San Francisco
“Totally engaging and entertaining! The small venue in a lovely hotel made it seem like a private invitation only event. Ivan is handsome, funny and very talented. I've told my friends about him”; proclaims recent attendee.

INTIMATE ILLUSIONS performs 4 shows in the luxurious historic Fairmont hotel atop Nob Hill offering a truly memorable experience during your San Francisco vacation. Filled with world-class magic, fantastic storytelling, audience participation and incredible live music with concert cellist, this intimate performance weaves original, thought-provoking illusions, wit, humor, and dazzling live music together with an entertaining theatrical twist.

Currently in his 6th-year of sold-out performances at the Beverly Wilshire in Beverly Hills, and presently on a critically acclaimed national tour that has been breaking box office records across America, Ivan Amodei will be appearing at the Fairmont San Francisco this weekend! Shows are scheduled for Sat. July 9 (4 & 7 pm) & Sun. July 10 (2 & 6 pm). 				

From his humble beginnings in Cosmo, Sicily, to his formative years in Brooklyn, New York, and finally to his spellbinding career as one of the world’s most acclaimed illusionists, Ivan Amodei (pronounced e-von ah-moe-day) continues to amaze audiences everywhere with his one of a kind approach to the art of illusion. Mixing thought provoking story line and meaning into each custom demonstration of the human experience. The Boston Globe raves “Magic with a message.”
	
With a unique philosophy and showmanship that emphasizes inspiring and uplifting his audiences, Ivan has entertained thousands of people from all walks of life – including notable Hollywood elites, and even royal nobility. The very definition of a consummate showman and a world-class entertainer, at his shows you will witness for yourself the reason Hollywood Today hails Ivan Amodei as “The most entertaining and exciting illusionist we have ever seen.”
	
THE ILLUSIONS
Says Amodei: “I’m privileged to share with you some of my favorite illusions that I have created over the years. Some may be dangerous, some may be funny such as “It’s Destined to Happen,” and others might be thought-provoking or inspirational like “Mona Lisa’s Secret,” “The Miracle Worker” and “Time is Precious,” but all of them share a vital element: an important, deeply-felt message about humanity and life.”

THE MUSIC
Music works on the unconscious mind. The cello, with its versatile ability to hit high notes and deep sounds can invest a demonstration with danger, majesty, terror, levity or deep thought. The interactive ability of the cellist allows improvisation to the often-unplanned spontaneous moments of each performance, thus making each show unrepeatable from the previous.

You will hear classical pieces from composers Vivaldi, Bach and Mozart as well as custom scored music to accompany each illusion perfectly. More importantly, it’s about how the music makes you feel. The unique pairing of illusion and cello dramatically sets this show apart.

Don't miss this opportunity to see and experience the show that has won Ivan SIX People's Choice Awards.
	
Ivan Amodei will present his dazzling 90-minute show at the Fairmont Hotel (950 Mason St)
Sat. July 9 (4 & 7 pm) & Sunday, July 10 (2 & 6 pm)   
Tickets: $75 general admission; $100 front row. 
For more information and tickets, visit http://www.ivanamodei.com/on-tour/ or 1-866-811-4111.

RECENT REVIEWS
“It was more than a delightful evening. Amazing, totally entertaining, funny, I laughed until my stomach muscles ached which is good. What a talent!!!”

“My husband and I and our guest loved the show. It was a great evening. We loved the cellist accompanying him throughout his act – it set the mood perfectly. Ivan was charming, accomplished and had captivating illusions.”
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